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ABSTRACT

A hybrid FPGA consists of island-style fine-grained
units and domain-specific coarse-grained units. This pa-
per describes an approach to estimate the power consump-
tion of a set of hybrid FPGA architectures. The dynamic
power consumption of the fine-grained units is obtained us-
ing standard FPGA tools, and the coarse-grained units using
standard ASIC tools. Based on this approach, the dynamic
power consumption of different hybrid FPGA architectures
can be studied and we report on results over a set of floating
point benchmark circuits.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since total power consumption of FPGAs increases with
each reduction of integrated circuit feature size, power re-
duction has become one of the primary concerns in FPGA
architecture. Power consumption can be divided into two
parts, static and dynamic power consumption. Static power
dissipation is due to leakage while dynamic power dissipa-
tion is due to switching activity of the circuits. It is reported
that a commercial FPGA device with 90nm technology pro-
cess consumes 62% of its total power as dynamic power [1].

In previous work we presented a hybrid FPGA archi-
tecture which can significantly increase speed and reducing
area for floating point applications [2]. This paper focuses
on methods to estimate the dynamic power estimation of hy-
brid FPGAs with different architectures.

The core of a hybrid FPGA is domain-specific coarse-
grained units in which the most frequently used logic is
placed to reduce area and delay. In the design phase of the
coarse-grained unit and hybrid FPGA architecture, one crit-
ical issue is that how to rapidly estimate the dynamic power
consumption across a number of candidate designs. Tradi-
tional power measurement involving retrieval of switching
activity based on post-place and route simulation may not
be practical as for every new architecture, the application
circuit has to be manually mapped and the configuration of

the coarse-grained unit may be different each time. In ad-
dition, simulation test vectors have to be adjusted according
to the mapped design. Such estimation is too tedious and is
usually not necessary for initial design exploration.

To address this issue, this paper proposes a high level
dynamic power consumption estimation technique for hy-
brid FPGAs. We assume constant activity rate on all the
nets in a design. The basic idea is to measure the power
consumption of the coarse-grained unit with ASIC tools and
the power consumption of the fine-grained unit with FPGA
design tools under the same conditions. The total power es-
timate can be given by the sum of these two measurements.
In addition, a technology mapper is introduced to allow au-
tomatic generation of the benchmark circuit from a dataflow
graph. This eliminates the tedious manually mapping pro-
cedure for each benchmark circuit. Once a first level esti-
mation is determined across candidate architectures, more
detailed investigations can be made using other tools.

The key contributions of this paper include:

1. A high level power estimation flow which can deter-
mine the power and energy used in the hybrid FPGA
design (Section 3 and 4).

2. A technologymapper which can produce hybrid FPGA
circuit according to the architecture and topology of a
coarse-grained unit (Section 5).

3. Comparison of the relative benefits of hybrid FPGAs
with dedicated coarse-grained units compared with
conventional island-style FPGAs consisting purely of
fine-grained units over a set of floating point bench-
mark circuits (Section 6).

This approach is based on a methodology present in ref-
erence [3]. While previous work has not considered power
consumption, allowing the performance of hybrid FPGAs to
be evaluated according to multiple metrics including area,
speed and dynamic power consumption.
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2. RELATED WORK

Previous studies have been made on the power estimation
of FPGA devices. Kuan and Rose suggested a methodol-
ogy and presented results comparing dynamic power con-
sumption between FPGA and ASIC devices [4]. Poon et. al.
proposed a power model for variety of FPGA architectures
based on VPR [5]. Tuan et. al. investigated the breakdown
of power consumption in a 90nm FPGA device [1].

Several architectural modification has been suggested in
order to reduce the power consumption in FPGA device.
Lamoureux et.al. have proposed a technique to reduce the
dynamic power consumption but inserting programmable
delay in the look-up table (LUT). Tuan et. al. have demon-
strated a low-power FPGA feature with voltage scaling,
low-power configurationmemory, power gating and standby
mode [1].

We are not aware of any reported studies concerning the
power reduction achieved by employing embedded domain-
specific coarse-grained blocks, nor of methodologies to fa-
cilitate such studies.

3. OVERVIEW OF THE POWER ESTIMATION

Let Pfgu be the power dissipation of fine-grained unit and
let Pcgu be the power dissipation of coarse-grained unit. The
dynamic power dissipation (Pall) of a hybrid FPGA can be
represented by the following equation:

Pall = Pfgu + Pcgu + Pr (1)

In the proposed flow, Pfgu is estimated using a spread-
sheet approach, and Pcgu is determined using an ASIC
power estimation tool. However, neither Pcgu nor Pfgu

account for the power dissipation in routing resources be-
tween coarse-grained and fine-grained units. We introduce
Pr which represents this power which can be obtained by
modelling the output loading of the coarse-grained unit.

In order to employ the proposed power estimation flow,
the following assumptions are made and justified as follows:

1. The architecture of the fine-grained unit should be
similar to the commercial one. This is because the
fine-grained fabric of commercial FPGAs are mature
technology and the associated tool chain is well de-
veloped. We further assume that the area, timing and
power is modelled accurately.

2. The process technology used in building the coarse-
grained unit should be similar to that of the fine-
grained unit. With similar transistor size, the area and
delay of the units can be directly compared. More-
over, transistors with similar size have similar capaci-
tance which is a critical factor when estimating power
consumption.

3. Constant activity rates are assumed on all the nets
in a design. This allows us to rapidly estimate the
power consumption without estimating activity rate
using post-place and route simulation.

4. Apart from logic cells, registers and embedded blocks,
there are several componentswhich may affect the dy-
namic power consumption in an FPGA. Such compo-
nents include I/O cells and clock management units.
In this study, we assume all hybrid FPGAs share the
same architecture so the dynamic power consumption
of these components are the same. Only the dynamic
power dissipated in computation cores are considered
in the estimation.

The estimation begins with a benchmark application. It
is described as a dataflow graph and a technology mapper
produces a mapped circuit for the hybrid FPGA architecture.
Prior to the power measurement on the hybrid FPGA, the
characteristics of the circuit have to be obtained. These in-
clude the configuration and connection of both fine-grained
and coarse-grained units, the frequency of the circuit and the
area of the circuit. The configuration of these units can be
generated automatically from a dataflow graph using a tech-
nology mapper as described in Section 5. In addition, the ar-
chitecture of the coarse-grained unit is described in HDL. It
is then synthesised using standard cell design flow to obtain
the area of a coarse-grained unit. The delay of the coarse-
grained unit can be determined by loading corresponding
configuration.

Once the area and delay of the coarse-grained units are
estimated, a virtual embedded block (VEB) methodology
can be applied to obtain the area and delay [2] of the whole
hybrid FPGA circuit.

Given the area of fine-grained units and the operation
frequency, the power consumption of the fine-grained units
can be determined by a commercial FPGA power estima-
tion tool as the fine-grained unit is the same architecture as
the commercial one. A high level power estimation, which
assumes a constant toggle rate of all nets is employed to ob-
tained the dynamic power dissipation of fine-grained units.
Similar to estimating the power consumption of the fine-
grained unit, the power consumption of coarse-grained unit
can be obtained from an ASIC power estimation tool, as-
suming a fixed operation frequency and toggle rate for all
the nets.

The dynamic consumption of the routing resources be-
tween the coarse-grained and fine-grained unit can be mod-
elled by setting the appropriate output loading of the coarse-
grained unit. A calibration scheme is proposed to determine
the output loading. The dynamic consumption of an existing
embedded block in a commercial FPGA is first measured.
An equivalent embedded block is then implemented with
standard cell design flow and the dynamic power consump-
tion is assessed assuming no loading at the outputs. Then
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the output loading of the embedded block is increased un-
til the dynamic power consumption matches the commer-
cial FPGA. This value represents the average loading of the
routing resources and is applied to the output of the coarse-
grained unit. The dynamic power consumption of the rout-
ing resources can be obtained from the ASIC power esti-
mation tool. The high level estimation of the dynamic con-
sumption of the hybrid FPGA can be obtained by combining
both numbers.

The same approach can be applied to energy consump-
tion or the power-delay product which are often better met-
rics for FPGA architectures than power consumption.

The major issue concerning the proposed approach is ac-
curacy. There are several contributing factors. (1) separate,
unmatched power models for the fine-grained and coarse-
grained units, (2) assumption of constant switching activity
rate and (3) the uncertainty of the power dissipation in rout-
ing resources. To address (1), similar technology process is
used between coarse-grained unit and fine-grained unit. To
address (2), we estimate the power consumption under dif-
ferent switching activity rates to measure the lower and up-
per bounds for the power consumption. We will study this
problem in future research. Issue (3) is addressed by propos-
ing a calibration scheme which adjusts the output loading of
the coarse-grained unit.

4. EXAMPLE ESTIMATION FLOW

This section illustrates a detail power estimation flow of one
particular hybrid FPGA architecture as a case study. We
assume the fine-grained units of the hybrid FPGA have the
same architecture as those of the Xilinx Virtex II. The Xilinx
tool chain, including the power estimation tool and the as-
sociated CAD tools such as Xilinx ISE 9.2i are used in this
flow.

A web-based power estimation tool [6] is provided by
the vendor which employs a spreadsheet. This tool requires
users to specify the frequency, number of registers used,
number of look-up table (LUT) used, number of embedded
multiplier used, number of block memory used, amount of
routing used and the average toggle rate of the design.

We assume the same hybrid FPGA as [2] for this exam-
ple. The architecture of this hybrid FPGA and the coarse-
grained unit is illustrated in Figure and 1. The coarse-
grained unit has floating point adders and floating point mul-
tipliers and the hybrid FPGA is designed for implementing
floating point applications.

Applications are first described as a dataflow graph and
mapped to hybrid FPGA using a technology mapper as de-
scribed in Section 5. Then a VEB flow is used to capture
the area and delay of the user application implemented on
the FPGA as described in [2]. The coarse-grained unit is
described in a hardware description language (HDL) and a
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Fig. 1. Coarse-grained unit architecture.

standard cell design flow is used to synthesise the circuit as
an ASIC. In addition, a UMC 0.13μm technology process
and its associated standard cell library is used in the con-
struction of the coarse-grained unit. We believe this tech-
nology process is similar to the one used in Xilinx Virtex II
device.

For different circuits, there are different configurations
in each coarse-grained unit and the timing and power con-
sumption values are different as well. The bitstreams gen-
erated by technology mapper mentioneded in 5 affect the
timing and power consumption of configured coarse-grained
units. Timing can be determined by setting case analysis
constraints according to the bitstream so that the tool can
recognise false paths in the design. The timing representing
the frequency of the coarse-grained unit can be used in the
VEB flow to model hybrid FPGA as described below.

To obtain the power consumption of the fine-grained
units, we need to determine the number of LUTs and reg-
isters used in the design. A VEB methodology is employed
for this purpose [3]. This method allows us to instantiate
dummy logic cells with the same area and delay as coarse-
grained unit. Therefore, we can use the vendor tool chain to
extract the area and timing of the hybrid FPGA [2]. By sub-
tracting the LUT logic cells and registers used by dummy
blocks, the LUTs and registers used by fine-grained unit can
be determined. The frequency of the circuit can also be ob-
tained from the VEB flow.

When estimating the power consumption of the fine-
grained unit using the web-tool, we choose a medium
amount of routing resources because most circuits involve
floating point operators which are dominated by random
logic. According to the vendor’s suggestion [6], medium
routing should be selected for random logic. There are other
information can be specified in the power estimation tool
such as the I/O cells and clock configurations. As the power
estimation on I/O cells and clock management units are not
included in the comparison, these information can be ig-
nored in power estimation. Once all the required data is
specified in the power estimation tool, the dynamic power
consumption of the circuit can be obtained.
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It would appear at first that dynamic power consumption
of a coarse-grained unit can be determined by setting a con-
stant toggle rate on all the nets in that unit. However, this
is usually not the case as there may be some unused word-
blocks where the input is always a constant and therefore the
activity rate of these blocks is zero. Instead, we assume con-
stant toggle rates on all used wordblocks and floating point
operators, and zero toggle rate on all unused wordblocks.
As a result, all unused wordblocks have zero dynamic power
consumption. In an analogous manner, we also assume un-
used logic cells have zero dynamic power consumption in
the commercial FPGA. Unusedwordblocks can be identified
from the routing configuration bits in the bitstream. Similar
to the fine-grained fabric, a 12.5% toggle rate is applied to
all the nets in used wordblocks and floating point operators.

The output loading of the coarse-grained unit has to be
considered when estimating the dynamic power consump-
tion. Based on the calibration experiment as explained in
Section 6, the output loading of each pin is found to be
4.5pF. This allows the ASIC tool chain to consider the dy-
namic power consumption of the coarse-grained unit logic
with the associated routing resources to the fine-grained
unit.

The total dynamic power consumption of hybrid FPGA
can be obtained by the sum of dynamic power consumption
from coarse-grained and fine-grained unit.

5. TECHNOLOGYMAPPER

To study how different combinations of coarse-grained units
affect the overall power and energy consumption in hybrid
FPGA applications, a technology mapper is developed to
translate dataflow graph to hybrid FPGA device.
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Fig. 2. Logic flow of technology mapper.

Figure 2 illustrates the logic flow. The mapper requires
a specification of the coarse-grained unit to map floating
point applications onto it. As the coarse-grained unit is
parametrisable, the technology mapper has to consider the
architectural description of the coarse-grained unit before
mapping the application circuits. The architectural descrip-
tion includes type and number of floating point operators,

number of input and output buses, number of feedback regis-
ters and the number of generic wordblocks. The descriptions
also include the placement sequence of the generic word-
blocks and the floating point operators as they may affect
the routing configuration during mapping. Once the archi-
tecture of the coarse-grained unit is defined in the mapper,
the number of the coarse-grained units in the hybrid FPGA
has to be specified as this is a resource constraint.

After the architecture of the hybrid FPGA is specified,
the mapper can take a dataflow graph as an input and pro-
duce a mapped design on the hybrid FPGA. The mapped
design consists of placed and routed configuration in every
instantiated coarse-grained unit, configuration of the compu-
tation units implemented by fine-grained units, and the inter-
connection between them. The outputs of the mapper are a
VHDL description which describes how the coarse-grained
units and soft-cores are connected and bitstreams for every
coarse-grained unit and how they should be configured.

Each node on the dataflow graph represents a floating
point operation in an application. The functionality of the
node is not limited by the architecture of the coarse-grained
unit. For example, a node can represents square root opera-
tion but the coarse-grained units are not necessary to support
this. The dataflow graph for the mapper is represented as an
assembly-language-like format. For example, the formula
z =

√
a+ b × c+ d × g can be expressed as Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Sample dataflow graph and its representation.

The mapping algorithm of the mapper is based on a
greedy search. While this may not produce optimal solu-
tion, we find the quality of mapping results is acceptable. It
is elaborated in detail in Section 6

The mapper is configured for area-saving and optimises
the density of nodes mapped to a coarse-grained unit. The
mapper processes nodes sequentially from the text input.
When mapping the node to coarse-grained unit, the follow-
ing condition is considered:

1. Location of input – the mapper tries to map the node
to the same coarse-grained unit of the input block.

2. Functionality of the coarse-grained units – the mapper
may instantiate soft-cores outside coarse-grained unit
if none of them support the operation

3. Availability of the coarse-grained units – the mapper
may instantiate soft-core outside coarse-grained unit
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if all the coarse-grained units are used up.
4. Number of input bus of the coarse-grained unit – if

there is no input available for the coarse-grained unit,
the mapper may instantiate new coarse-grained unit
for new operation.

5. The location of the floating point operators – feedback
registers in the coarse-grained unit may be inferred if
the operation requires feedback path.

6. Number of output bus of the coarse-grained unit – if
the output bus is used up, some nets cannot be routed
to other coarse-grained unit. This may result in un-
routable design and backtracking is required to re-
solve this issue.
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Fig. 4. Mapping of equation z =
√

a+ b × c+ d × g.

As an example, Figure 4 presents how the formula z =√
a+ b × c+ d × g is mapped to the hybrid FPGA.
While this algorithm can be generally applied to most

scenarios, there may be a case that a signal, which is in the
coarse-grained unit, cannot be routed because all the output
bus are utilised. If this happens, backtracking can be applied
on that net to trace how the signal is formulated and certain
operations are duplicated on a new coarse-grained unit to
reproduce the signal.

Using this mapper, the same circuit can be mapped and
implemented on different hybrid FPGAs with different con-
figuration of coarse-grained units. Therefore, we can study
how the coarse-grained unit affects the power and energy
consumption of that circuit.

6. RESULTS

There are several parameters to be specified in the construc-
tion of coarse-grained unit. In this paper, the following prop-
erties of the coarse-grained unit are assumed: 3 input-buses,
4 output-buses, 4 feedback registers, 5 generic wordblocks,
2 floating point multipliers located in the second and fifth
column, 2 floating point adders located in the third and sixth
column. The bus widths are all 32-bit and the floating point

operators are single precision. In addition Xilinx Virtex II
3000 FPGA is chosen to be host fine-grained fabric for the
hybrid FPGA as the technology process is similar to the
coarse-grained unit.

Eight benchmark circuits are used in this study. Five of
them are computational kernels, one is a Monte Carlo sim-
ulation datapath and two of them are synthetic circuits. The
bfly benchmark performs the computation z = y + x ∗ w
where the inputs and output are complex numbers; this is
commonly used within a Fast Fourier Transform compu-
tation. The dscg circuit is the datapath of a digital sine-
cosine generator. The fir4 circuit is a 4-tap finite impulse
response filter. The mm3 circuit performs a 3-by-3 matrix
multiplication. The ode circuit solves an ordinary differen-
tial equation. The bgm circuit computes Monte Carlo sim-
ulations of interest rate model derivatives priced under the
Brace, Ga̧tarek and Musiela (BGM) framework [7]. In addi-
tion, a synthetic benchmark circuit generator, based on [8] is
used. The generator can produce floating point circuits from
a characterisation file describing circuit and cluster statis-
tics. Two synthetic benchmark circuits are produced. Circuit
syn2 contains 5 floating point adders and 4 floating point
multipliers. Circuit syn7 contains 25 floating point adder
and 25 floating point multipliers.

The technology mapper can map the applications effec-
tively in terms of the number of coarse-grained units instan-
tiated. For most design, the mapper can instantiate the least
possible coarse-grained units, which is determined by the
number of floating point operators required divided by the
number of floating point operators in a coarse-grained unit.
Then the result is rounded up to the nearest integer. Table 1
summarises the performance of the technology mapper. It
shows that only circuit syn7 and bgm requires more coarse-
grained units than the minimum requirements. This is be-
cause some outputs of coarse-grained units are used up so
some of the signals cannot be routed. Consequently, the
mapper has to replicate some of the operations which in-
creases the number of coarse-grained unit required. It is ex-
pected that the utilisation rate of the coarse-grained unit can
be improved by increasing the number of output buses.

Circuit number of number of Minimum Mapped Relative
adder multiplier CGU CGU Difference

bfly 4 4 2 2 0%
dscg 2 4 2 2 0%
fir 3 4 2 2 0%

mm3 2 3 2 2 0%
ode 2 2 2 2 0%
bgm 9 11 6 7 16%
syn2 5 4 3 3 0%
syn7 25 25 13 16 23%

Table 1. Performance of the technology mapper. Most
circuits require minimum number of coarse-grained unit
(CGU).
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The power performance of a hybrid FPGA is compared
to the Xilinx Virtex II 3000 which has the same architecture
as the hybrid FPGA but no coarse-grained unit. In addition,
Xilinx ISE 9.2i is used in FPGA implementation flow. All
ASIC designs are synthesised in Synopsys Design Compiler
V2006.06 and the dynamic power dissipation is obtained
from Synopsys Power Compiler V2006.06.

In order to determine a suitable output loading of the
coarse-grained unit, an embeddedmultiplier is implemented
using standard cell flow which has similar architecture as
the embedded multiplier used in Virtex II FPGA. The out-
put loading of each pin on the embedded multiplier is ad-
justed to match the same dynamic power consumption as
the one in Virtex II FPGA. We find that the output loading is
4.5pF. Therefore this value is used as the output loading of
the coarse-grained unit.

Hybrid FPGA XC2V3000-6 Ratio
Circuit # of Power Freq. Power Freq.

CGU (mW) (MHz) (mW) (MHz)

bfly 2 204 343 791 86 3.9
dscg 2 185 343 609 88 3.3
fir 2 130 310 674 89 5.2

mm3 2 137 259 544 85 4.0
ode 2 135 309 458 90 3.4
bgm 7 398 221 1,806 79 4.5
syn2 3 204 341 781 88 3.8
syn7∗ 16 1,084 342 3,441 76 3.2

Geometric Mean: 3.9

Table 2. Power estimations. ∗Circuit syn7 cannot fit in a
XC2V3000-6 FPGA so the power number of FPGA imple-
mentation is obtained from a XC2V8000-5 FPGA.

Table 2 summarises the dynamic power consumption of
hybrid FPGA and Xilinx Virtex II FPGA. Our finding agrees
with [4] which suggests the dynamic power consumption ra-
tio of FPGA to ASIC is around 12. The dynamic power con-
sumption of the hybrid FPGA architecture stands between
these ratio. Based on this observation, we are more confi-
dent in the proposed power estimation flow.

Since the hybrid FPGA can run higher frequency than
the Virtex II FPGA, it is expected that for the same oper-
ation, the hybrid FPGA can complete faster. Their energy
consumption is different as the elapsed time is different. Fig-
ure 5 illustrates the ratio in dynamic energy consumption be-
tween the hybrid FPGA and the Virtex II FPGA. The energy
consumption for is determined by dynamic power consump-
tion divided by the operating frequency. On average, float-
ing point applications implemented on hybrid FPGA can re-
duce dynamic energy consumption by a factor of 14 com-
pared to the Virtex II FPGA.

7. CONCLUSION

This paper introduces a rapid approach to estimate dynamic
power consumption in hybrid FPGAs. Both FPGA and
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ASIC tool chains are used in the estimation. In addition,
a technologymapper is proposed to translate benchmark ap-
plications to different hybrid FPGA architecture to eliminate
the manual mapping process. Using this method, the area,
delay and power consumption of a hybrid FPGA can be esti-
mated. Future research includes verification of this approach
by comparing with other power estimation flows such as
VPR [5], studies of different hybrid FPGA and coarse-
grained unit architectures and extending the approach to es-
timate static power consumption.
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